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• An estimated 340 North Atlantic right 
whales are alive today (and in decline?)

• Perhaps 40% (~40 females) now forage in 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence during May-Nov

• Right whale presence is among the best 
indications of zooplankton aggregation

• Sorochan et al. (2021) point to prey 
aggregation at depth, and transient 
aggregation near the surface, in regions 
delimited by tidal mixing and freshwater 
pulses, and in convergent circulations in 
the upper mixed layer (their Fig. 5a)

• Unlike Lyapunov exponents (Maps et al. 
2015), SAR filaments depend on more 
than ocean current deformation… 



• Munk et al. (2000) highlight wind speed dependence, where
“under light winds favourable to visualization, linear surface features [i.e., filaments]
with high surfactant density and low surface roughness are of common occurrence.”

• SAR also offers a view of ocean currents modulating waves and wave breaking, and in turn, 
surface roughness at wind speeds up to 10 ms-1 (Rascle et al. 2017).  A SAR contrast model 
and its observational equivalent are given by Kudryavtsev et al. (2012) as

• But like any “primitive equation” model, this does not specify measurements themselves,
including SAR backscatter (σo), friction velocity (u*), and ocean current convergence (-∇·u)

• Our study begins by defining the measurements of interest, and approaches the question 
of dependence by asking how specific measurements may be associated (Cochran 1972)

Model                                                                       Observational Equivalent
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ERA5 weak
wind speed (ms-1)

21 right whales 
sighted on

July 26, 2019
(SAR at 21:59)

Specific measurements in the Gulf of St. Lawrence

Radarsat-2
SAR contrast

A search for right whale prey is more interesting in the presence of whales, but as 
expected, Radarsat-2 SAR contrast is relatively strong where ERA5 wind speed is 
weak (we mask very small σo and avoid wind speed > 10 ms-1).  Because wind 
speed varies across a SAR scene and between scenes, can we quantify (and 
partially remove) the dependence of Radarsat-2 contrast on ERA5 wind speed?



Specific measurements in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
A subset of 324 SAR 

scenes from mid-May 

to mid-August:

177 scenes overlap 

with Anticosti domain

241 scenes overlap 

with Gaspé domain

237 scenes overlap 

with Shediac domain

ERA5 wind 

speed 

collocations

A total of 941

Radarsat-2 SAR 

scenes from April to 

December 2008-

2020 overlap with 

the dashed line

Most right whale 

sightings between 

2015-2020 are in

the Shediac Valley
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Average contrast of the same 
sign (σO at 800m and σO at 

1600/3200/6400m)

Group adjacent contrasts 
(small groups < O[10km]

are set to zero)

Weight contrast by
ERA5 wind speed to reduce

SAR-wind association

Average contrast magnitude
in fixed domains (Anticosti, 

Gaspé, and Shediac)
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σO at 800m and
12800m captures not 
enough/too much of 

large scale pattern

Specific measurements in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
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Specific measurements in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
Unweighted
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Agreement in sign of
contrast helps to isolate
filamentary SAR pattern



Specific measurements in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
Unweighted

Smooth σO to 100, 200, 400, 
800, 1600, 3200, 6400, and 

12800-m resolution

Average contrast of the same 
sign (σO at 800m and σO at 

1600/3200/6400m)

Group adjacent contrasts 
(small groups < O[10km]

are set to zero)

Weight contrast by
ERA5 wind speed to reduce

SAR-wind association

Average contrast magnitude
in fixed domains (Anticosti, 

Gaspé, and Shediac)

Retaining contrast groups larger
than O[10km] also helps to isolate 

filamentary SAR pattern



Correlation and wind adjustment
• We want to explore SAR filament patterns near right whales but expect SAR contrast to 

depend nonlinearly on wind speed.  Can we identify a specific adjustment for Radarsat-2
to emphasize ocean current deformation preferentially?

• Perhaps the simplest nonlinear adjustment is [ERA5 wind speed]x where x is determined by 
maximizing the correlation between SAR contrast (C) and ERA5 wind speed (U).  By design, 
association is given by a measurement model that is nonspecific about physical process:

• Linear and nonlinear association (𝑡 and 𝜀) and lack
of association (𝜀𝐶 and 𝜀𝑈) are signal-and-noise terms
whose interpretation is based on signal.

• This model can be said to associate measurements
with each other, but only by way of what they both
measure.  Total association is given by 𝑡 + 𝜀 (in 𝐶)
and 𝛼𝑈 + 𝛽𝑈𝑡 + 𝜀 (in 𝑈), where 𝛼𝑈 and 𝛽𝑈 are an
additive and multiplicative calibration of 𝑡 in 𝑈.



Correlation and wind adjustment
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• A novel decomposition of Pearson correlation 𝜌 = 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝐶, 𝑈)/ 𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝐶 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑈) is 
permitted by the linear (𝛽𝑈𝜎𝑡

2) and nonlinear (𝜎𝜀
2) components of 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝐶, 𝑈)

• Distance correlation is a novel measure of nonlinear and nonmonotonic dependence 
(Székely et al. 2007, Székely and Rizzo 2009) that is comparable to Pearson correlation 
(Edelmann et al. 2021).  For example (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distance_correlation)

Pearson Distance



Correlation and wind adjustment

Anticosti shifted left                                                                   Shediac shifted right

• Mid-May to mid-August is 
when winds are lighter and 
whale prey near the surface 
may be more dense

• Wind dependence is more 
apparent in the seasonal 
averages (c,d).  Wind tends 
to be stronger and contrast 
magnitude weaker in the 
Shediac domain

• Both Pearson correlation 
(negative) and distance 
correlation (always positive)
are consistent with predictions of an inverse
filament contrast dependence on wind speed
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Correlation and wind adjustment

• Peak dependence of Radarsat-2 SAR 
contrast on ERA5 wind speed (Ux) is given 
by filled circles for distance correlation 
(blue) and Pearson correlation (black) 
magnitude.

• Linear (solid lines) and nonlinear (dashed 
lines) components of Pearson correlation
are obtained using lagged ERA5 samples
at 1/2/5-h intervals (see Summary slide).
At negative exponents, Pearson and
distance correlation differ more, while
Pearson becomes more nonlinear.

• The vertical line at x = 0.8 is a proposed 
adjustment that is close to the correlation 
peaks in all three domains.



Correlation and wind adjustment
• We opt to scale SAR contrast 

by (U/6)0.8 (i.e., correlation is 
invariant to a 6-ms-1 scaling)

• This yields a reduction in 
SAR contrast magnitude 
(a,c).  Pearson and distance 
correlation are reduced to 
values of less than 0.2 (b).

Anticosti shifted left                                                                   Shediac shifted right

x = 0.8 x = 1.0 

• An exponent of 1.0 does not yield the same degree of correlation reduction



Definition of coherent filaments

Returning to our example scene:
• Between the Gaspé Peninsula and Anticosti Island is the 

signature of an anticyclonic eddy (also seen in an Altika pass)
• Extending southward is a surface current that appears to 

terminate where 21 whales are sighted on this day.
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12800-m resolution

Average contrast of the same 
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1600/3200/6400m)

Group adjacent contrasts 
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Definition of coherent filaments
Weighted

Smooth σO to 100, 200, 400, 
800, 1600, 3200, 6400, and 

12800-m resolution

Average contrast of the same 
sign (σO at 800m and σO at 

1600/3200/6400m)

Group adjacent contrasts 
(small groups < O[10km]

are set to zero)

Weight contrast by
ERA5 wind speed to reduce

SAR-wind association

Average contrast magnitude
in fixed domains (Anticosti, 
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Returning to our example scene:
• Weighted watermass boundaries are largely unchanged, but 

the orientation of the filaments that mark the boundaries of 
the southward flowing current seem easier to identify.



Summary of modeling considerations
• When exploring right whale prey aggregation via ocean surface roughness, radar models 

and observations motivate a reduction in wind dependence.  Whales are more often 
sighted in the Shediac Valley, where winds are stronger and SAR contrast is weaker.

• Even though ERA5 doesn’t assimilate SAR data,
we consider error correlation to be part of total
(nonlinear) association.  Our proposed adjustment
(U0.8) is mostly linear, and reduces scene-by-scene
wind dependence from about 0.6 to 0.2.  Pearson
and distance correlation indicate that association
becomes more nonlinear at negative exponents.

• Regarding complementary modeling, as radar models
evolve, is it of interest for measurement models that
are nonspecific about physical process to guide this
evolution?  And vice versa, a measure of friction velocity
may provide a relevant and interesting dependence here.

one or a
few hours

ABCDE

STUVW

ERA5 (or other hourly)
hourly) wind  U  at 10m

Contrast in σo from
Radarsat-2 (or other SAR)

linear
nonlinear      association

lack of}
missing

Idealized data and model solutions are at https://github.com/JuliaAtmosOceanHydro/MeasurementModelDemos

https://github.com/JuliaAtmosOceanHydro/MeasurementModelDemos


Specific measurements in the Gulf of St. Lawrence

WARNING: Information about right whale presence and absence is generally sparse, but opportunistic sightings are more frequent closer to shore 

and during the summer months.  Sighting effort also depends on observing conditions (e.g., visibility depends on sea state, fog, precipitation, and 

time of day).  Effort increased after 2016 but was affected by COVID-19; no effort corrections are employed here.


